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"Same Concepts with ASL"  
Bonita Adair 
IPad: 53 Paper app 
 
Look at the fireflies' timeline. Scientists are very concerned with the fire fires may 
be extinct so they went to study and figure it out why we don't see lot of fireflies 
as before in 1980. Scientists learned they may be extinct due to pesticide uses 
for agricultural farm. Now this concept with Deaf, we still fight for ASL. 
Researchers prove that ASL will benefit Deaf children's language acquisition. We 
don't want ASL diminish. ASL Preservation we cherish and it is our language. 
Similar with scientists wanting to save the fireflies. We want to save our ASL 
 



 
 
 
New official title : "Shiny hands at moonlight"  
(Traduction : Mains brillantes tendues vers la lune)  
 
Video;  
https://www.facebook.com/Surdism/videos/10157387951400445/ 
 
But this time, it is a draw on the fireflies. 
Mild and pleasant drawing to see and make you dream. 
Create a title to give to this artwork ! 
Deadline: Tomorrow, game over !  
The best will be choosen and given to my draw !  
Let's play together � 



 
un nouveau jeu pour vous!  
Mais, cette fois, c'est un dessin sur les lucioles.  
Doux et agréable dessin pour rêver un peu ce soir.  
Créez un titre pour le donner à ce dessin !  
Date limite : Jeu terminé ! 
 

 
 
Play Thing 
P Durr  
Charcoal on paper w yellow highlighter  
9 x 12  
Audist catches a Deaf lighting bug and smears the glow tail so it makes a glow in 
the dark streak on their hand. All in good fun they think 
 



 
“Struggles with Freedom” 
Kathy Fisher-Abraham 
9x12 sketch pad, sharpie,watercolor pencils with my fingertips/water 
Audism is everywhere. Lips named Oralisma and Oralistie prevent fireflies from 
freeing their beloved ASL. How can they get out and stop audism? 



	  
	  
"Atomic Firefly Power" 
Dawah (Jerry Grant)  
Sharpie Oil and Sharpie Metallic markers on 8-1/2"x11" Indigo paper 
 
Fireflies are flying around fist in the atomic symbol pattern. Fist represents 
strength with eye/hand connection. Illumination in star pattern empathizes the 
guiding light. 
 



 
 
"Struggling to get out from a jar" 
Takiyah Harris  
Color pencils and markers 
16 by 16 
 
 
 



 
 
 
AG Bell Academy 
Hinda Kasher 
Markers 
AG Bell Academy's own bank vault. The deaf/deafblind/deafdisabled/hh fireflies 
students are locked inside the vault. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
"Be Free with Creative" 
Laurie Monahan 
53 Paper and then Dreamscape 
 



 
 
"Free The Fireflies" 
Paul Scearce 
light photography 
Straight out of camera. Camera settings: f/7.1 - ISO 100 - 187 seconds 
 
 
 



 
 
Fireflies, a young agbell and his vision 
heidi storme 
 
 
 


